THE AFRICAN LIGHT SOURCE CONFERENCE
28 Jan – 2 Feb 2019, Accra, Ghana
held jointly with the
THE PAN AFRICAN CONFERENCE on CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

CONFERENCE TOPICS
Medical Sciences, Heritage Sciences, Geosciences, Environmental sciences, Energy Sciences, Nano Sciences, Materials Sciences, Mineral Sciences, Accelerator and Detector Sciences, Competitive Industry, Capacity Building, Infrastructures, Strategy and Vision for the AfLS.

Conference Secretariat
AfLS2: AfLS2019@saip.org.za
PCCr2: info@pccrafrica.org

THE AFRICAN LIGHT SOURCE CONFERENCE IS OPEN TO AFRICAN SCIENTISTS, COLLEAGUES, STUDENTS WHO HAVE UTILISED LIGHT SOURCES, AND FRIENDS OF AFRICA WHO SUPPORT THE VISION FOR AN AFRICAN LIGHT SOURCE.

ORGANISING COMMITTEE
Simon Connell (Chair), U Johannesburg, SA
Prosper Ngbonziza (Vice Chair), MPG, Rwanda
Dean Barrett, LNLS, Brazil
Thierry d’Almeida, CEA, France
Bradal Djamel, France
Tabetha Amanda Dobbins, U Rowan, USA
Nkem Khumbah, USA
Diouma Kobor, U Ziguinchor, Senegal
Brian Masara, SAIP, Zimbabwe
Edward Mitchell, ESRF, France
Mashikoane Wilson Mogodi, ESRF, SA
Sekazi Mtingwa, TriSEED Consultants, USA
Lawrence Norris, USA
Schadrack Nsengiyumva, U Rhodes, SA
Tshepo Ntsana, Necsa, SA
Philip Oladijo, BLUST, Botswana
Mantoa Sekota, Lesotho
Ahmadou Wague, U Cheikh Anta Diop, Senegal
Mohammad Youssef, U Cairo, Egypt

SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Sekazi Mtingwa (Chair), TriSEED Consultants, USA
Hitoshi Abe, KEC, Japan
Abu Andam, Tunisia
Richard Catlow, Royal Soc, UK
Felix Dapare Dakore, Ghana
Mmantse Diale, U Pretoria, SA
Esnu Du Plessis, SASOL, SA
Ken Evans-Lutterodt, BNL, USA
Jean-Pierre Ezir, Cotonou, Benin
Andrew Harrison, Diamond, UK
Tarek Hussein, U Cairo, Egypt
Gihan Kamei, Sesame, Egypt
Claude Lecomte, U Lorraine, France
Ernie Malamud, USA
Krysde McClaghlin, USA
Romain Murenzi, TWAS, Rwanda
Tshepo Ntsana, Necsa, SA
Giorgio Paolucci, Jordan
Kennedy Reed, LLNL, USA
Sandro Scandolo, ICTP, Italy
Francesco Sette, ESRF, France
Hulda Swai, NM-AIST, Tanzania
Nelson Torto, Kenya
Herman Winnick, SLAC, USA
Mohammad Youssef, U Cairo, Egypt
Michele Zema, U Pavia, Italy

Web Pages
AfLS2 Conference: http://events.saip.org.za/event/AfLS2_PCCr2
PCCr2 Conference: http://www.pccrafrica.org

Conference Venue
GS Plaza Hotel, Accra, Ghana